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By Jim Ross

University of Oklahoma Press, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Route 66 is a beloved and much studied symbol of twentieth-century America. But until now,
no book has focused on the bridges that spanned the rivers, creeks, arroyos, and railroads between
Chicago and Santa Monica. In this handsome volume, Route 66 authority and veteran writer and
photographer Jim Ross examines the origins and history of the bridges of America s most famous
highway, structures designed to overcome obstacles to travel, many of them engineered with
architectural aesthetics now lost to time. Featuring hundreds of Ross s own photographs, Route 66
Crossings showcases bridges ranging in design from timber to steel and concrete, and provides
schematics, maps, and global coordinates to help readers identify and locate them. Ross s
comprehensive accounting of structures along the Mother Road s various alignments includes
bridges still in use, those that have vanished or have been abandoned, and the few consciously
preserved as monuments. He also recognizes ancillary structures that enhanced safety and helped
facilitate traffic, such as railway grade separations, tunnels, and pedestrian underpasses. Ross seeks
to encourage ongoing preservation of the structures that remain. In brilliant color and precise...
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The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy-- Gla dys Conr oy

The best pdf i at any time read. It is one of the most remarkable ebook we have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Reg g ie Str eich-- Reg g ie Str eich
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